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Debbie Griffiths and Piers Newman in
BLT’s March In The Bar production of Two.
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Charis Anna Beyer and Sarah Hinchliffe in BLT’s March production of The Importance Of Being Earnest

BLT Chair

Playgoers’

W

elcome
to the June
edition of
Spotlights!
As I write
this I am
immersed
in rehearsals for our
ambitious
production
of Julius
Caesar which I have the privilege of directing, and am looking forward to the July
production of The Cripple of Inishmaan.

These last couple of months have seen BLT
extend their productions out into the commercial theatre: A Doll’s House had such
a successful run recently at the Brockley
Jack Theatre that we have been asked
back in September with our April show,
Clybourne Park. A group of BLT actors put
on another ‘Murder Mystery Evening’ at
Ferrari’s restaurant in aid of Bromley ‘Y’
on 1st May, this time before six mayors
from surrounding boroughs, including
the mayor of Bromley no less. As they
left, East Street looked like Beverley Hills
with the six official cars and their drivers
in attendance! In July, our production of
Anne Boleyn will be onstage at Hever Castle
and we hope many of you will buy tickets
for what I’m sure will prove to be a run of
some pretty magical performances at such
an appropriate venue. All enquiries should
be made directly to the Festival Theatre
at Hever Castle: www.heverfestival-tickets.
co.uk or 01732 866 114. This is a commercial venture and as our actors all give their
services for free, we hope to generate some
good revenue for BLT.
The artistic life of Bromley Little Theatre
is thriving, and the theatre manages to put
on consistently high quality shows and
draw appreciative audiences month after
month. Our beloved building, however, is
gradually moving from quaint and quirky
to crumbling and problematic as the years
roll on. This year our landlords, as a condition of the annual lease renewal, asked
us to explore “bold plans” for the theatre
building and for the past six months the
Board has been doing just that. We have
had exploratory talks with three architects
experienced in theatre work and selected
Mark Foley from Burrell Foley Fischer to
begin the process of finding out how we
can improve the facilities for actors and
audiences at BLT while retaining the spirit
and character of Bromley Little Theatre.
Some of the priorities identified are: additional rehearsal space, better facilities
and access for our audiences and actors,
improved technical facilities – oh, and a
roof that doesn’t leak in a downpour!
‘Spotlights’ is designed and typeset by:
Call: 07789 123719

graphic design • web design • sound design
info@triocreative.com
www.triocreative.com


Before any detailed architectural plans
were drawn up it gradually became obvious that we needed to clarify who the
people or organisations were who might
be able to help us to address the landlord’s
wish to see “bold plans” for the site. On
Mark Foley’s advice, we engaged Stephen
Browning, an arts management consultant
to investigate:
•

potential offers of funding or support;

•

partners who may be able to share
space in the theatre (if it was available),
or provide daytime activity and rent.

•

potential offers of extra space in proximity to the theatre; and

He will report back in June and we will be
able to offer further information at the BLT
Directors’ AGM on the 21st July at 8pm.

All of us on the Board are aware of the
fine dramatic tradition of the theatre over
the past 75 years and wish to secure the
theatre’s future in the long term. Please
contact me if you have any questions about
this exciting venture, developments that
you would like to see incorporated into our
plans, offers of help or expertise and most
importantly suggestions how we might be
able to fund this development.
It is going to be very difficult to raise the
money we need and we are proceeding
cautiously, exploring what is possible
step by step. We may find ultimately that
we cannot meet the landlord’s request
for “bold plans” but all of us involved are
determined to try. •
- Jane Buckland
(janeb@bromleylittletheatre.org)

6 June and the KDA’s is on 7 June). May’s
offering was Office Suite (to be reviewed in
September’s Spotlights) with Alan Bennett
giving us his usual poignantly-accurate observations of ordinary people once more.

The Playgoers’ Committee continues to
be active in the interests of the theatre
and its playgoers: Christina Jeremiah, our
Membership Secretary, also acts as sound
designer from time to time; Pat Jones, our
Publicity Manager, stage manages and is
on the Board of Directors; Paul Ackroyd,
Box Office Manager, is a splendid actor; Jan
Greenhough, as well as being a talented
actor is compiling an up-to-date list of
members willing to help build sets (could
YOUR name be added to her list ? If so, call
07946 414 233). Ruth Jarvis is our Secretary - she manages to perform this job and
occasionally act while bringing up a small
family; Rene Meissner is the committee’s
treasurer; Ami Williamson, another accomplished actor, is on the Board of Directors;
and me – Pauline Pead – I wear three hats:
Playgoers’ Chairman, Board of Directors
and Bar Manager.

Would YOU like to join our committee? If
so, please contact me on 01689 870 326.
We would appreciate your input and assistance in running your theatre. We are still
in need of more volunteers for Bar, Coffee
Bar and Front of House so please come and
help.
We are looking forward to a fine summer
and more great theatre – including taking
Anne Boleyn to Hever Castle (see page 5).
ENJOY! •

- Pauline Pead

Playgoers’
Committee

How privileged we are! BLT’s Artistic
Directors and directors are churning out
still more challenging productions for our
entertainment and doing us very proud in
maintaining such a high standard. March’s
modern day treatment of Oscar Wilde’s
The Importance Of Being Earnest showed
just how flexible we can be while still succeeding in pulling it off. Our ‘In The Bar’
production, Two, filled me with nothing
but admiration for the two actors and Kyle
Cluett’s debut as a director surpassed all
expectations. April’s production, the excellent Clybourne Park and our entry into the
Bromley Theatre Guild and Kent Drama
Association drama festivals, resulted in
two very promising adjudications (watch
this space: the BTG awards ceremony is on
COVER:
Elizabeth Steele in BLT’s March production of
The Importance Of Being Earnest

Photo: Tim Hinchliffe (www.timhinchliffe.com)
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Spotlights is published by Bromley Little Theatre
Ltd., North Street, Bromley, Kent BR1 1SB. Any
views or opinions expressed by individuals in
Spotlights are done so independently and are
not necessarily the opinions of Bromley Little
Theatre Ltd. or its directors.



Diary Noticeboard &
Latest News
Dates
2014

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there
are no shows on Sundays. Programme
subject to change.
Fri 6 - Sat 14 Jun 2014 at 7.45pm

Julius Caesar
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Jane Buckland

Fri 4 - Sat 12 Jul 2014 at 7.45pm

The Cripple Of
Inishmaan
by Martin McDonagh
Directed by Nikki Packham

Thu 24 - Sat 26 Jul 2014
YOUTH THEATRE PRODUCTION

Collected Grimm Tales
Adapted by Carol Ann Duffy
Dramatised by Tim Supple
Directed by Tunde Euba, Joel Trill
& Helen Dunlea
Mon 21 Jul 2014 at 8.00pm

BLT Directors’ AGM
Mon 28 Jul 2014 at 8.00pm

Playgoers’ AGM
Thu 4 - Sat 6 Sep 2014 at 7.45pm

In The Bar

All The Great
Books (Abridged)
by Reed Martin & Austin Tichenor
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

Fri 12 - Sat 20 Sep 2014 at 7.45pm

My Boy Jack
by David Haig
Directed by Tony Jenner

Fri 10 – Sat 18 Oct 2014 at 7.45pm

RolePlay

by Alan Ayckbourn
Directed by Debbie Griffiths

In The Bar

NEW DATE!
Thu 23 – Sun 26 Oct 2014 at 7.45pm

Blackbird

by David Harrower
Directed by Pauline Armour

Fri 7 – Sat 15 Nov 2014 at 7.45pm

Collaborators
by John Hodge
Directed by Mike Savill

The annual general meeting of the BLT
Playgoers’ Club is to be held on Monday 28
July 2014 at 8.00pm
1.

Apologies for absence

4.

Chairman’s report

2.
3.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Minutes of the AGM of 3 May 2013
Matters arising from the minutes
Treasurer’s report

Bar Treasurer’s report

Membership Secretary’s report

Election of committee (nominations
to reach the Secretary by Monday 21
July 2014)
Any other business

NOMINATIONS
Members may nominate themselves or
other members for election to the Committee. Nominees must indicate their
willingness to stand if nominated by others
and be supported by another member if
nominated by themselves. Nominations are
invited from as broad a cross section of the
membership as possible. Please send your
nomination to Ruth Jarvis at the theatre or
ruthj@bromleylittletheatre.org •

A Doll’s House: Epilogue

A letter from Samuel Adamson, whose
adaptation of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House BLT
performed in the autumn of 2013 and then
took on tour to the Brockley Jack this year.
“I was thrilled to be able to see my version
of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House recently in a
Bromley Little Theatre production at the
Jack Studio Theatre in Brockley.

I wrote the version for a similar-sized South
London theatre, Southwark Playhouse, in
2003, so it was gratifying to see it performed in the kind of space for which it was
originally created. It’s a timeless play, and
it was brilliantly done here. The production
by Pauline and Dan Armour was elegant
and truthful, with a raw and moving central performance by Laura Kenward, and
there were terrific supporting performances by the rest of the talented cast.
Clearly the production was a labour of love
(as all theatre productions are!) and I’m
delighted that it seemed to pay off with so
many sold-out performances. Congratulations to everyone involved. Perhaps this
might mark the beginning of more touring
for Bromley Little Theatre.

Fri 5 – Sat 13 Dec 2014

Best wishes for the rest of the excitingly
varied 2014 season.”

by Charles Dickens / adapted by Neil Bartlett
Directed by Pauline Armour

Yours sincerely,
Samuel Adamson •

Great Expectations


Playgoers’ Club AGM

A letter from
Dame Eileen Atkins DBE

Dame Eileen appeared on the BLT stage
in 1961.
“I think the play I did at the Bromley
Little Theatre was called The Square, by
Marguerite Duras. I was in my mid-twenties and it was directed by Toby Robertson,
who became a great friend.
I have fond memories of the experience as
I had no idea that Marguerite Duras was
highly regarded by intellectuals and that
all sorts of important people would find
their way to Bromley.
I just loved the play (which had been
adapted from the novel – it’s not possible
to find a copy of the play- certainly not in
English anyway). It got reviewed in all the
posh papers and I especially, (it’s a two
hander) got wonderful reviews (at least I
think I did; as I don’t keep anything, I may
be wrong).
At that time, I had no agent and a grand
literary agent was there and persuaded
his agency, London Management, to take
me on, so I got my first agent, a wonderful
man called Larry Dalzell.
Some months after this, I met a pretty,
young actress in the street who told me
that she was on her way to audition for the
part of the girl in The Square for television. I was furious – that was my part! I
asked who she was seeing and where and
forced myself into the auditions and made
the director see me. I said to him – his
name was Stuart Burge - “How dare you
even think of a pretty girl for that part.
She should be plain and you won’t find
anyone better than me.” I think I terrorised him into giving me the part and so I
did it on TV with Michael Hordern. Again,
my memory is that it was a huge success
for me, but memory is not always reliable.
I would say that that time in Bromley gave
me my first big break.
I am so glad the theatre is still there and
that it is being used - I’m especially pleased
to hear about the Youth Group.
May you thrive as long as there is theatre.”
Yours,
Eileen Atkins •

Blackbird: change of date
September’s original In The Bar show
Blackbird, directed by Pauline Armour, has
now been transferred to the third week of
October. The new dates are: Thu 23 to Sun
26 October at 7.45pm. •

Noticeboard

BLTContacts
key contacts
Key

Latest News
BLT’s Anne Boleyn at Hever Castle!

H

oward Brenton’s Anne Boleyn sold out
at Shakespeare’s Globe two seasons
on the run and was a huge hit at Bromley
Little Theatre in 2013. Now this dramatic,
highly accessible production transfers to
the open-air theatre at Anne’s ancestral
home, Hever Castle this summer!

Key Contact Areas:
board@bromleylittletheatre.org
playgoers@bromleylittletheatre.org

Chairman:

History lessons are not really supposed to
be such fun but Brenton’s vision of the life
– and afterlife – of Queen Anne Boleyn is
a bawdy, raucous romp packed with ripe,
modern language but also addresses serious issues. It has drama, sex, intrigue, hilarity; in short – as much entertainment value
as a Tudor execution!!

chairman@bromleylittletheatre.org

Tickets from £11.00 to £18.00
Box Office: 01732 866 114
Book online at:
www.heverfestival-tickets.co.uk •

Artistic:

Thursday, 24 July at 8.00pm
Friday, 25 July at 2.30pm & 8.00pm
Saturday, 26 July at 8.00pm

Tel: 07900 580841

Key: Jane Buckland

Finance:

finance@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Howard Binysh
artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07984 722308

Keys: Pauline Armour / Jane Buckland

Youth Group:

artistic@bromleylittletheatre.org

Membership:
membership@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07871 155216

Key: Christina Jeremiah

Box Office:

boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07917 853621
Key: Paul Ackroyd

Spotlights magazine:
spotlights@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Stevie Hughes

Website:

webmaster@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 07939 034437
Key: Stevie Hughes

Publicity:

update@bromleylittletheatre.org

‘A hive of activity in Bromley North’

B

LT’s President, Michael York (front, bottom left) has just taken part in a tribute to Shakespeare in the USA. He appeared with many other well known names in the theatre and
film world, including Jane Seymour (top left) and Malcolm McDowell (top right).
Michael is enjoying being back in the acting world again, and sends his very best wishes to
all at BLT, which he describes as a ‘hive of activity in Bromley North’,. •

Key: Pat Jones

Bar:
bar@bromleylittletheatre.org
Tel: 01689 870326
Key: Pauline Pead



Noticeboard
Help needed backstage!
Some of the BLT shows run on a wing
and a prayer as far as backstage crew is
concerned – hopefully, the audience never
realise this! We do need a pool of people
who will help in ensuring the smooth running of a production. Training will be given
to anyone who is new to the job.
There are several roles - each as important
as the other , and all vary according to the
show:

Stage Manager:
Attends rehearsals, marks down cues,
moves etc in the script. Ensures props
(items needed by the actors) are in place
and then takes over responsibility for the
show from the end of the last dress rehearsal. During the run: checks the stage to
make sure everything is where it should be,
headphones on, gives cues to sound effects
and lighting, communicates with Front of
House, and generally runs the show.
Assistant Stage Manager (ASM):
Also attends rehearsals, sources props
(from other companies, charity shops, the
internet, our own props room etc), notes
where and when each prop should be used
and ensures they are in place. Some props
are personal; that is, the actor takes it on
with them rather than it being on stage
from the beginning. ASMs check that actors
have their prop before they go on.
Rehearsal prompt:
Attends rehearsals and follows the script,
prompting actors when they forget their
lines. Some directors like to have the

Set design:
Occasionally the director of the play does
this but usually another person is called in
and they work closely together to ensure
the design is right.

Gaps in BLT’s archives

Nikki Packham and I have discovered gaps
in the BLT archives where we have neither
programmes nor photographs. The missing
productions are :
1994: Feb (The Turn Of The Screw).

2003: Jan, Mar, May, Jun, Jul, Sep, Oct, Nov
& Dec.
2004: Jan, Feb, Apr, May, Sep & Nov.

Sound design:
This involves pre-show and interval
music, and any cues during the action e.g.
birdsong, toilets flushing, cars starting up,
thunder etc. Music is chosen and the designer then puts everything together in order of cues on the sound board computer. A
technical rehearsal is held on the Saturday
before the run, when sound and light levels
and cues can be checked or adjusted.

2005: Jan, Apr, May, Nov & Dec.

2006: Jan, Feb, Sep, Oct, Nov & Dec.

Some kind members have already loaned
us programmes and photos, but if anyone
else can help by donating or lending (for
copying purposes), programmes, photos or
reviews, please contact Pat Jones:
patj@bromleylittletheatre.org •

71%
67%
95%

March : THE GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR
April : THE GOD OF CARNAGE
May : HUMBLE BOY

June : DANCING AT LUGHNASA

72%
75%

60%

July : ANNE BOLEYN

September : MOONLIGHT & MAGNOLIAS

95%
67%
79%

October : A DOLL’S HOUSE

80%

November : PLAZA SUITE

December : THE FLINT STREET NATIVITY
20%

If you feel you would like to join the
backstage family at BLT, please contact Pat
Jones (patj@bromleylittletheatre.org). We
would love to hear from you! •

Lighting design:
The lighting is different for every show.
The scene may be indoor or outdoor, there
may be cues for lights to change during the
action. Actors may switch lights on or off or
there may be lightning or bright sunlight. A
designer will set up all the lights and cues
during rehearsals on stage, usually during
the final week of rehearsals.

February : A DAY IN THE DEATH OF JOE EGG

0

Working on a show is a commitment;
rehearsals begin about 6 or 7 weeks before
the run, but it is great fun and a great feeling of camaraderie is built up between cast
and crew.

Set builders:
If you can wield a hammer or a paint brush
– we need you !! You don’t have to be a
professional joiner or decorator ! On the
Sunday following the last night of a show,
the set is taken down and the set for the
next show begins to take shape. Set building continues in some evenings during the
following couple of weeks until finished.
You don’t have to be there each time – even
a couple of evenings would be very helpful

January : GLORIOUS!



Sound/lighting operators:
The lighting and sound control boards are
completely computerised so, once the designers have set up the lighting and sound,
for each night of the show the operators
only have to press a button when given a
cue by the stage manager.

prompt in the wings during the actual
performances as well.

40%

85%
60%

80%

Average
overall
attendance
for 2013:

77%

100%

Previews
Fri 6 – Sat 14 June 2014 (not Sunday 8)
at 7.45pm

Julius Caesar
By William Shakespeare

Directed by Jane Buckland

Calpurnia/Plebeian : Alison Green
Octavius/Marellus : Christopher Nelson
Casca : Kerrin Roberts
Decius/Pindarus : Patrick Neylan
Metellus Cimber/Messala : Joe Hughes
Trebonius/Volumnius : Robin Ferguson
Ligarius/Cinna the poet : Tom Collins
Titinius : Katrina Pancucci
Soothsayer/Plebeian : Helen Scott
Artemidorus/Lepidus/Flavius : Paul Green
Popilius/Cobbler/Messenger : Peter Yolland
Servant : Ninoshka Gomez

CAST:

Fri 4 – Sat 12 July 2014 (not Sun 6)
at 7.45pm

The BLT Youth Group presents

by Martin McDonagh
Directed by Nikki Packham

Adapted by Carol Ann Duff
Dramatised by Tim Supple

The Cripple Of
Inishmaan

Kate: Emma Kerby-Evans
Eileen: Abi Topley
Johnnypateenmike: Bob Etherington
Billy: Chris Learmonth
Bartley: Tom Raban
Helen: Freya Finnerty
Babbybobby: Wayne Sheridan
Doctor: Phil Cohen
Mammy: Margaret Glenn
Thu 24 – Sat 26 July 2014 at 7.45pm

Collected
Grimm Tales
Directed by Tunde Euba, Joel Trill
& Helen Dunlea

J

ulius Caesar, Shakespeare’s tragedy about
the eponymous Roman ruler, depicts the
plot to assassinate Caesar and the consequences of that act, ending with the defeat
of the conspirators at the battle of Philippi.
It is a drama of big themes: honour, patriotism, loyalty. While the characters’ actions
affect the fate of the Roman world, the
conflicts and tensions are played out in
private rooms, the corners of palaces, the
tents on the battlefield, as well as in public.
The political becomes personal.
Although the title of the play suggests that
Caesar is central to the action, it is the relationship between him and the honourable
Brutus, a man wrestling with the seemingly
opposing demands of friendship and the
greater good, and in turn his relationship
with his friend Cassius, which drives the
action of the play, both before and after
Caesar’s death.
This exciting production with one of the
largest cast of characters in a Shakespeare
play will emphasis the military strength of
Roman society. There are few professional
politicians here; the main characters are
seasoned soldiers aware of the part they
are playing in maintaining and expanding
the huge sprawling Empire.
Come and see some of BLT’s “Big Hitters”
struggle for power on the BLT stage!
CAST:

Brutus : Steve Williams
Cassius : Richard Toynton
Mark Antony : Howie Ripley
Caesar : Robert Dilks
Cinna/Lucilius/Plebeian : Stevie Hughes
Portia : Maxine Hanson
Lucius : Charis Anna Beyer

T

his very funny and achingly sad play by
Martin McDonagh is a must-see. The
West End production, with Daniel Radcliffe
as Billy, is now wowing New York audiences
and is up for six Tony awards, so here’s
your chance to see it much closer to home!
The Cripple of Inishmaan is based on the
true story of American director Robert
Flaherty, who came to the Isles of Aran to
make one of the first documentary feature
films that uses local people and the effect
the news of the filming has on a small rural
Irish community in 1934. We feel orphaned
cripple Billy’s longing to be in the film; the
worry this engenders in the two ‘aunts’
who have brought him up; the misplaced
energy of Helen, who delivers the eggs; the
bringing of the news by Johnnypateenmike;
the liking for the drink by his Mammy; the
vain attempt to stop the drinking by Doctor
McSharry and the two sides of Babbybobby,
whose boat the youngsters need to travel to
the filming. They all contribute to this tale
of heartbreak, eggbreak, love and loss.
You’ll laugh and cry in equal measure and if
you enjoyed McDonagh’s The Beauty Queen
Of Leenane, you’ll be in for another treat!

“In the cold heart of winter, when snow
fell …”

T

he BLT Youth Group is excited to bring
you: Ashputtel, Snow White, Hansel and
Gretel and Little Redcap. Carol Ann Duffy’s
adaptation of these dark and sometimes
sinister tales involving various twists and
turns are dripping with cruelty, suspense
and danger. Often morally complex, even
ambiguous, the supernatural and the
fantastical are woven into real folk life, and
the characters in these stories face harsh
lessons and vicious circles of poetic justice.
Originally dramatized by Tim Supple and
the Young Vic Theatre Company to critical
acclaim, our devised production will showcase every aspect of the young company’s
imaginative capability and their repertoire
of developing dramatic skills by creating a taut and challenging interpretation,
exploring themes of good and evil, dark
and light, the moral and the immoral, the
wise and the foolish. We hope audiences of
all ages will be enthused, entertained and
afraid…very afraid! •

To BOOK: Visit: www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle • Email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org • Tel: 0844 8700 887 

Review

Helen Rowe and Jessica Webb in BLT’s
February’s production of
The Thrill Of Love.

On the subject of costume and make-up:
pointy bras, fine box jacket suits and
exquisite party frocks along with crimson
painted lips completed the 1950’s look and
made up for one wardrobe error.
Inspector Jack Gale (Paul Ackroyd) also
served as narrator – a figure in the sidelines who observed the action in between
interrogating the defendant and those who
knew her. Ackroyd played the professional
and emotionally detached officer but did
not lack a heart as his character tried his
utmost to salvage sufficient and crucial
evidence that the crime committed was
manslaughter and not entirely the fault of
Ellis alone.

Enter Silvia Shaw (Jane Lobb) boss of The
Court Club where Ellis worked. An ‘Elsie
Tanner’ type of character superbly played
by Lobb. Cool, flirty and sexy in her torso
shake and slow, slinky walk complete with
swaying hips; Lobb adopted an inward
tough persona but with a touch of motherly
instinct too.
Ami Williamson’s take on Vickie Martin was
fresh and feisty. She exuded all that a young
girl dreamed of – success and riches, but
met with her own tragic and untimely end.

The Thrill Of
Love
February 2014

T

he Thrill Of Love is a fabulous script
with strong roles. It tells the true and
tragic story of Ruth Ellis, the last woman to
be hanged in England by the executioner
Albert Pierrepoint who, astonishingly,
opposed capital punishment during his
retirement.
The story is mortifying in that, although a
life was taken by one, almost an entire society condemned another within minutes
after a farcical trial and a criminal justice
system rigid in its principles.



Ellis earned her living as a night club
hostess at a time when a welfare state was
non-existent and career opportunities were
limited for women. Like most, she wanted
to be loved as she loved back, but her
choice in partners was unsavoury. The illtreatment she suffered by her on/off lover
David Blakely, bled her purse dry and lost
her the job she had as manageress of ‘The
Little Club’. Ellis suffered domestic violence
at his hands causing a miscarriage which
subsequently led her to fatally shoot him.
Ellis’ plea of ‘guilty’ to murder sealed her
fate with an appointment with the gallows.

Act One opened to Piaf’s Non, Je Ne
Regrette Rien revealing a ‘Sleazy SmokeyJoe’ underground den: ‘The Court Club’:
adorned with blood red and black drapes,
a centre entrance, a floor of simple wooden
tables and chairs covered in metallic gold
cloths not forgetting a dresser bar. Sky blue
curtains replaced the red ones and candles
laid on the tables for the more upmarket
Little Club later on.The very apt Billie Holiday blues numbers became the ‘moody’
theme throughout the show as was the
contrast of light and dark lighting.
The play began with the crime itself then
retracted to piece together Ellis’ personal
and working life in the London club scene
until she meets and falls for Blakely in the
second act which opened with Can’t Help
Lovin’ Dat Man. Blakely was the love of
Ellis’ life. Act One commenced with Ellis
(Jessica Webb) dressing and venturing
out to ultimately fire those lethal shots.
Webb was cast as a character considerably
advanced in years and experience by comparison although her youth worked to her
advantage when playing Ellis’ vulnerable
side. Her portrayal of Ellis’ confused state,
heavy drinking, smoking, pill-popping and
eventual ‘breakdown’ was believable and
moving. Luckily, Webb’s talent overrode
the distraction of an unauthentic blonde
wig which spoiled the overall ‘look’ of the
person portrayed.

The most endearing and naïve of the characters was The Court Club’s cleaner Doris
Judd (Helen Rowe) who fancied herself as a
blues singer and became a confidante and
shoulder to cry on for Ellis. Rowe excelled
in her moments of compassion, empathy
and sudden forthright challenge at Shaw.
David Griffiths close direction and concentration of the characters was commendable
as the interaction and relationships between the actors was natural and riveting
to watch. He struck the balance between
the comedy and tragedy.
The production came down in The Court
Club with Shaw clutching Ellis’ spectacles,
Gale and Judd at her sides. Silence fell
among them and Big Ben tolled his nine
bells. The sound of a body dropping from
a noose brought the curtain down to Is It A
Crime To Love.

Contemplating in the auditorium for some
time after, I came to the conclusion that
Ellis felt she deserved, was prepared and
actually wanted to die. Having admitted
her fault; speaking well of Blakely despite
his treatment of her; wanting the best for
her family but felt she’d let them down; her
depression and, most of all, the thought
of spending decades in prison would have
been a worse fate - a slow death in itself.
An extremely well-executed production by
all involved. •
- Niki Mylonas

BLT’s May production of
Office Suite will now be
reviewed in September’s
Spotlights.

Photos: Phil Cairns (http://philcairns.zenfolio.com)

Jessica Webb, Ami Williamson, Paul Ackroyd and Jane Lobb
in BLT’s February’s production of The Thrill Of Love.



Photo: Tim Hinchliffe (www.timhinchliffe.com)

Review

Sarah Hinchliffe, Nikki Packham, Tom Collins and Dennis Packham in
BLT’s March production of The Importance Of Being Earnest.

The Importance
Of Being Earnest
March 2014

W

ilde’s classic gem of a piece tells
the story of Jack Worthing; found
when a baby in a handbag at Victoria
Station. Raised to be a wealthy gentleman
and guardian to his stepfather’s teenage
granddaughter Cecily, Jack is also known as
Ernest – a brother the complete opposite
of himself, created for his own amusement.
Nobody else is aware that Jack and Ernest
are the same person.
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Jack falls for Gwendolen the daughter of
Lady Bracknell, who are cousin and aunt to
Jack’s best friend, Algernon. Jack already
has Gwendolen’s heart as Ernest; she will
only marry a wealthy man by such a name
because of its ‘vibrations’. Determined to

make Gwendolen his bride, Jack must convince Lady Bracknell that he is worthy of
her daughter whilst Algernon sets his heart
on Jack’s young ward Cecily, who is already
in love with the phantom rogue Ernest.

Algernon, keen to meet Cecily, pretends to
be the Ernest she is in love with. He falls for
her, proposes the same afternoon and goes
in search for Dr Chasuble to be re-christened ‘Ernest’.
Gwendolen, suspicious and jealous of
Cecily, visits the young ward unexpectedly
and they discover they are both engaged to
who they envisage as the same man: Ernest
Worthing.
Enter Lady Bracknell, determined to halt
the engagement between Gwendolen and
Jack, but, upon discovering that Cecily is an
heiress, is obliged to agree to Gwendolen’s
marriage to Jack so that her nephew Algernon can marry the rich Cecily.

Finally, Cecily’s governess Miss Prism confirms she was responsible for losing Jack as
a baby having mistakenly placed him in a
handbag in which he was found, instead of
a manuscript. It turns out Jack is the eldest
son of Lady Bracknell’s late sister, making Algernon Jack’s brother. Their father’s
name was Ernest and Jack was named after
him. The play ends happily having discovered the truth and, ‘the importance of
being earnest’.
Did you get all that? I hope so!

Directed by Stevie Hughes who is renowned for experimentation and risk taking, the show was entertaining and a huge
surprise at curtain up. As classical music
faded, Act 1 opened to hard rock electric
guitar playing offstage. We were greeted by
a modern set consisting of a cream brick
wall, abstract art and eclectic furniture
with a hint of the traditional. A raised
rotating platform at the rear revealed a

Tom Collins, Elizabeth Steele (above) and Sam Cormack and Charis Anna Beyer in BLT’s March production of
The Importance Of Being Earnest.

pagoda and an impressive library in the
second half. My only criticism here was the
width of the platform which weakened the
actor’s entrances and exits considerably.
The males were appropriately costumed
according to their personalities as were
Gwendolen and Lady Bracknell although
the latter could have had a change of costume for the second half. I worried for the
younger in six inch heels. Miss Prism was
dressed as a stylish hippy. Cecily appeared
like a 14 year-old street teen in her attire
and not like an aristocratic 18 year-old
who Algernon would have fallen for.

Tom Collins as Algernon Moncrieff was a
revelation to watch in leathers and outlandish shades – very natural, funny and
amusing. His co-partner Sam Cormack as
Jack/Ernest Worthing was equally as good
in his role as the posh, elegant gentleman.
The boys bounced off each other so well
their scenes were riveting to behold.

Sarah Hinchcliffe’s Lady Bracknell was
conservative and snooty with clear diction,
but lacked the gorgon harridan character
described by Jack.
Gwendolen was portrayed well as a young
Lady Bracknell by Charis Anna Beyer with
her snobbish demeanour; however, her
delivery was underplayed. The proposal
scene was disappointing with unnecessary business with a compact. It lacked
chemistry between two people who were
supposed to be nervous and excited about
being alone together and in love.

Cecily (Elizabeth Steele) possessed a gentle
approach, but remained the same throughout – no change in tone or emotion except
when she challenged Gwendolen briefly.
Sadly again, chemistry was void between
Cecily and Algernon.
Miss Prism (Nikki Packham) was an eccentric Madame Arcati type of character and

entertaining whilst Dennis Packham was a
loveable Dr Chasuble.

Susie King was a delight with her introductory and funny one liner entrances and
Phil Cairns made a brief and unassuming
appearance as Merriman.
Sadly, some scenes did not receive the
laughter they should have done. There
were occasional titters from the audience,
but only due to Wilde’s superb script.

Overall, the show was entertaining with
fine touches, some commendable performances and worked very well set in modern
times. Favourite moments were the scenes
between the young men’s banter, Algernon’s usage of his mobile, Jack’s slow motion movement to Allegri’s Miserere whilst
finding that all too important evidence of
his father’s name and, of course, the finale
tableau. •
- Niki Mylonas
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Auditions
Collaborators
by John Hodge

Directed by Mike Savill

Grigory – young writer, holds Bulgakov as
a hero. Early 20s to 30s.
Anna – an actress – 20s to 40s.

Vladimir – NKVD officer (Secret Police),
chirpy. Late 20s through to 50s.

Stepan – NKVD officer. Says very little but
is onstage a lot and provides much of the
comedy. Late 20s - to 50s.
Doctor – pompous, sexual deviant.
30s - 70s.

Two Actors – play as clowns (Men,
women, both). Have to be good character
actors as they appear throughout as all
the extra roles. Maybe Doctor as one of
their characters. They will also play Man,
Woman, Eva, Nurse, Two NKVD Officers,
Driver, Cleaner, Doctors, Apothecaries,
Moliere and Lagrange.
Joseph Stalin – a dictator, aged 59.

Audition Date:
Sun 8th June 2014 at 2.00pm
Performance Dates:
Thu 6 – Sat 15 Nov 2014 (not Sun 9)

F

irst performed in 2012 with Alex
Jennings and Simon Russell Beale, if
you love your comedies dark, clever and
razor-sharp funny, Collaborators is the play
for you. Set against a super-stylised background of truth, playwright Mikhail Bulgakov has to write a play about the young
Joseph Stalin in honour of his forthcoming
60th birthday. The only problem is that
he hates him and everything for which he
stands. Help, however, comes from a very
unlikely source when, unbeknown to the
Secret Police, Stalin himself decides to help
out in the writing of the play … so long as
Bulgakov takes over running the country!

For further information, contact the
director, Mike Savill: 07940 495 474 or
mgsavill@lpsb.org.uk •

Great
Expectations

by Charles Dickens
Adapted for the stage by Neil Bartlett
Directed by Pauline Armour

Cast:

Mikhail Bulgakov – playwright, late 40s /
early 50s
Yelena – his wife and tower of strength,
late 30s to early 50s.
Vasilly – ex-aristocrat, 60+.

Praskovya – a female teacher, 20s to 50s.
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Sergei – a young man, very loyal party
member, idealistic. Teens to early 20s.

Cast:

The play has been written for 3 women
and 5 men but there is flexibility. Expect a
heavy rehearsal schedule as the cast rarely
leaves the stage and a strong ensemble is
essential.
Pip - Male, 30’s, strong story-telling style
required.

Joe Gargery/Mr Jaggers - Male 40s /50s,
The simple blacksmith and the wordly
lawyer

Mrs Joe/Biddy/Mrs Wemmick - Female
40s/50s. The ascerbic Mrs Joe; the gentle
Biddy and Mrs Wemmick - with the letterbox mouth!
Estella - Female 20s. Haughty, cruel,
groomed to break mens’ hearts

Mr Pumblechook/Sarah Pocket/Bentley
Drummle - Male, age flexible. Pompous
Pumblechook; a young woman (yes- played
by a man!) and an upper class bore and
drunken brute.
Herbet Pocket/Compeyson/Mr Wopsle
- Male 30s. The lovable Herbert; sinister
Comeyson and the churchly Wopsle.
Miss Havisham - female 40’s/50s.
Decayed, world-weary and ghostly.

Magwitch/sergeant - male 50s.
The frightening convict who never forgets
Pip; also plays an officer of the law.

All of the actors (except Pip) play other
roles and are part of the ensemble, creating
the setting and atmosphere.

Dark, theatrical, stylish and surreal, this is
an exceptionally brilliant play which will
test the acting skills of all involved but will,
I hope, provide an unforgettable night of
total theatre. This play was moved from the
Cottlesloe to the Olivier at the National for
many good reasons and I hope to channel
them at BLT.
In principle, there are 13 parts of varying
sizes, but there is some flexibility with the
roles which the Two Actors play:

ness of Miss Havisham’s cobweb-strewn
lair, Bartlett’s inventive and atmospheric
adaptation brings to thrilling, theatrical life
this classic exploration of childhood terrors
and hopes - and adult dreams and regrets.
With a minimalist setting, multi-role playing, imaginative lighting and recurrent
sounds, this production provides a strong
ensemble with a magnificent dramatic
challenge.

For further information, contact the
director Pauline Armour:
danmandan@aol.com or 07984 722 308. •

Audition Date:
Sun 8th June 2014 at 4.00pm
Performance Dates:
Thu 4 - Sat 13 December (not Sunday 7)

G

reat Expectations is one of the world’s
most read and loved novels. Using only
Dickens’ extraordinary words and a cast
of eight actors, Neil Bartlett has created a
powerful stage version of this great story.
From its opening image of Pip, alone on the
windswept marshes, to the haunted dark-

Please note: BLT’s auditions are

open to all but if you are chosen for a
part YOU MUST BECOME A MEMBER
BEFORE YOUR FIRST REHEARSAL.

The same goes for all backstage crew
and anybody who wishes to use the

theatre’s facilities. Membership can be
obtained via the BLT website:

www.bromleylittletheatre.org
or from the theatre itself.

Review
In The Bar

Two

“… a fantastic, fun and deeply moving night’s entertainment …”

March 2014

wo by Jim Cartwright is a play that
challenges on many levels. Not only
do the actors have to perform all fourteen
characters between the two of them, they
have to be good enough to convince us as
an audience of the difference in each of the
characters and we have to suspend our disbelief and accept that we know that it is the
same actors each and every time. For all of
these to come together requires a supreme
level of talent from the actors involved and
I will say right from the start that Debbie
Griffiths and Piers Newman had me utterly convinced, immediately the play was
under way. Ironically ‘two-handers’ require
three people for them to work; two highly
accomplished actors and a director with vision, panache and courage. In Two, all three
people were very much in evidence.
Set in a ‘local’, the play was perfect for a
BLT In The Bar show as the room has that
olde-worlde pub ambiance in abundance,
particularly when it is lit properly, as was
the case with this production. It was a
shrewd move by director Kyle Cluett to
have the cast mime everything except the
stools and again the two actors created a
truly believable space in which we could
‘see’ the bar, the pumps, optics, glasses and
all the usual public house paraphernalia.

The action of the play occurs in just one
night and is a snapshot in time of the
regulars in a typical northern pub and their
interaction with each other, the publicans
and us the audience who feel strangely like
other punters in the tight confines of the
BLT bar. We meet first of all the publicans
themselves who, outwardly at least, engage
in the usual witty banal badinage with the
customers but, as soon as their backs are
turned, engage in wittily vicious bickering with each other. As the evening wears
on, we discover the heart-breaking truth
behind their constant sniping at each other
– the death of their young son – and the
struggle of rebuilding a shattered life after
such a catastrophe. The comedy, descending into tragedy and back to hope, was handled with absolute ease by the cast and we
were swept along with this rollercoaster of
emotions.
As already mentioned, these two actors
frequently disappear offstage either individually or together and reappear within
seconds as one of their alter egos. All of the
characters portrayed by these fine actors
were delivered with absolute conviction
and believability and it is a credit to them
that their alter egos never once lost their
individual characteristics and were always

fresh and new. My only, slight, reservation was Roy, the violent partner of the
downtrodden Lesley: he is a man who is
obviously a vicious, nasty and vindictive
man who could snap at a moment’s notice
and perform acts of extreme violence on
his timid and abashed wife. As such, we
needed to see his potential to hurt Lesley
(not the violence itself) and I felt in this
one character, there was not quite enough
threat behind the façade of a man taking
his wife to the pub for a drink. As I say
though, this was just one minor moment of
slightly dubious believability in an otherwise flawless performance by this actor.

All in all, this was a fantastic, fun and
deeply moving night’s entertainment in the
BLT bar and it proves, once again, that the
In The Bar shows are as compelling and of
high a standard as those in the main auditorium. It is a shame, therefore, that the
standard of the programmes don’t match
that of the performance and I would urge
BLT to address this for future shows.
Well done to all involved in Two, I had a
thoroughly entertaining evening. •
- Steve Williams

Debbie Griffiths and Piers Newman in
BLT’s March In The Bar production of Two.

Photo: Phil Cairns (http://philcairns.zenfolio.com)
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Review

T

his play is controversial - it goes without saying. It tackles head on issues of
race through its striking conceit of two acts
set in the same building separated by 50
years and with the same actors inhabiting
different, yet in some ways, echoing roles.
Events across time are linked by a terrible
deed from the past which permeates the
mood as we discover more and more about
it, right up to its downbeat yet thoughtful coda. Deft and unafraid in its use of
language and natural speech patterns and
rhythms, Bruce Norris’s script offers a
challenge to the cast but also some marvellously powerful lines and exchanges, many
rolling and tripping over each other. This
was not a piece for actors to shy away from
and Pauline Armour had assembled a cast
that would tackle such demands head on
to powerful impact in a game very much of
two halves!
At the forefront in the first half was Hilary
Cordery in the role of Bev. I was very much
aware of her credentials as a comedy actor
but seeing her here, it is clear that she
has the wherewithal to explore the more
troubled side of the soul. Comfortably affecting the 50s look, she inhabited the role
completely through gestures, mastery of
the sidelong glance and great self-assuredness - a totally convincing and compelling
performance that placed her at the emotional heart of the act and thoroughly drew
me in. Although more in the background in
the second half and with considerably less
of an emotional journey, her portrayal of
Kathy was engaging and offered nice variation with a touch of contemporary sass
nicely in contrast with the requirements of
her other role.

As her husband Russ in the first half, Martin Phillips once again exuded a pent-up
energy and presence that I have come to
expect from his performances and they
were unquestionably on show here. Strong,
confident and well-paced, one could not
doubt the conviction of the portrayal, the
third in a trifecta of roles which seemed to

Clybourne Park

channel the inner American. There was the
faint hint of a Victor Fleming (Moonlight
And Magnolias) and a Bernard (BoeingBoeing) in the performance which slightly
coloured my view towards this broken
soul, though this was perfectly at home in
his second half portrayal of workman Dan,
whose entrances punctuate the unfolding
discussion. Nonetheless, I look forward to
seeing Martin in a role placing him a little
geographically closer to home sometime in
the future.
A newcomer to the Bromley Little Theatre
stage, Maxine Edwards played Francene,
the house-help in the 1950s and, in splendid juxtaposition, Lena in the noughties.
Such variance of characterisations clearly
indicated a confident and considered performance, suitably apologetic in the first
part and then bitingly proud and defiant in
the second, with one of the jaw-dropping
lines of the show delivered with perfect
pitch and a fine degree of embittered
relish. Also debuting in this production
was Christopher Nelson, playing both her
boyfriend Albert and the contemporary
Kevin. For a first time on stage, this was a
solid performance that complemented the
action and, although a little languid at times
for the mood, demonstrated that a decision
to develop his acting chops would be a good
one and a beneficial one for our theatre.

Jim, the visiting ecclesiast provided a
welcome return to the theatre for Matthew
Platt. A modulated performance which
provided a smile or two, particularly with
some nice byplay around a damaged back,
his role was a ray of some cheer in the
heart of the unfolding tensions played with
an engagement which carried through to
the role of Tom in the second half.

Howie Ripley and Laura Kenward, taking a
break from their other conjugal obligations
in a Norwegian Doll’s House, again demonstrated that theirs is a dynamic coupling
that works well together. Playing Karl,
Howie brought a clearly channelled autism

to the role; a persistent nervousness in
both accent and movement that, along with
the clear racism of the character, interwove with the uneasy enigmas created in
the opening 15 minutes to increase the
pressure cooker-like atmosphere on stage
as the first half drew to its conclusion. No
less unpleasant in mind was his second act
incarnation, Steve, complete with slicked
hair and shorts - a bravura performance.
There is no doubt that Karl’s wife offers a
challenge to an actor but Laura’s portrayal
of the profoundly deaf Betsy was controlled, convincing, understated and engaging.
As a more strident Lindsey in the second
half, she was in more familiar territory but
again provided a performance that compelled and served as a suitable foil for her
stage hubby’s boisterous meanderings.

The play had delivered; of that there is no
question. Pauline’s direction was, as ever,
assured, confident and in many ways she
had ratcheted up the tension a few degrees
more since my first viewing of the piece.

In comparison to my previous experience
on the cavernous expanse of a stage slightly
too large for purpose, this more claustrophobic rendering at BLT provided a suitably
enclosed and tension-inducing arena for the
events that played out. Its transformation
during the interval from respectable 1950s
suburbia to graffiti-daubed, run down
derelict was again a great piece of stagecraft
and plaudits must go to the stage crew for
rendering it so effectively in so short a time.
This was a team that had been chosen for a
demanding play which now sees the theatre
at the centre of a lot of external scrutiny,
there is no question – it had to be good.
That it was this year’s submission for both
the Bromley Theatre Guild and Kent Festival
added further to the demands associated
with such a show. For my tuppence worth,
if the judges shared the same opinion as I,
then BLT can look forward to a little more
silverware in the very near future. •
- Mike Savill

April 2014
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Matthew Platt, Maxine Edwards, Christopher Nelson, Howie Ripley and Laura Kenward in BLT’s April production of Clybourne Park

Hilary Cordery, Howie Ripley and Laura Kenward

Christopher Nelson, Maxine Edwards and Martin Phillips

Photos: Phil Cairns
(http://philcairns.zenfolio.com)

Maxine Edwards, Hilary Cordery, Howie Ripley and Matthew Platt in BLT’s April production of Clybourne Park

Helen Rowe, Jessica Webb and Jane Lobb in BLT’s February production of The Thrill Of Love

